Phage-host interactions are appealing systems to study co-evolution. Their roles in human health and diseases as well as novel therapeutics development also have been increasingly emphasized. Meanwhile, such interactions leave signals in bacterial and phage genomic sequences, defined as phage-host interaction signals (PHIS), allowing us to predict novel phage-host interactions. Due to the intrinsic complexity and recent emerging of metagenomics sequencing data, there is an urgent requirement to develop computational tools to analyze massive data and extract meaningful information. Here, we seize comprehensive in silico PHIS and utilize sophisticated bioinformatics to develop PHISDetector, a web tool to detect and systematically study diverse in silico PHIS, including analyses for co-occurrence/co-abundance patterns, oligonucleotide profile/sequence composition, CRISPR-targeting, prophages, phage genome similarity, protein-protein interactions, and special gene check. PHISDetector accepts various genomic and metagenomic data as input and provides well-designed visualizations and detailed data tables to download. Prediction tasks are processed remotely by the server using custom python scripts and a series of public tools. PHISDetector can be accessed at
INTRODUCTION
Phages not only play key roles in shaping the community structure of human and environmental microbiota, but also provide potential tools for precision manipulation of specific microbes. Recent studies further reveal that phage-microbe interactions likely impact aspects of mammalian health and disease (1) . Therefore, it is critical to identify and fully understand these interactions, which may contribute to novel therapeutics, such as phage therapy, a promising strategy to combat multi-drug resistant infections. Molecular and ecological co-evolutionary processes of phages and bacteria leave various signals in their genomic sequences for the tracing of phage-host interactions (2) . In addition to experimental methods, recent advances in large-scale genomic-and metagenomic sequencing efforts and computational approaches have profoundly deepened our knowledge about microbephage interactions and advanced new challenges about investigating such interaction signals.
Phage-host interaction signals (PHIS) can be detected by identifying putative prophage regions from bacterial genomes, defined as integrated phages that insert their genomes into their hosts.
Several in silico tools for prophage detection in sequenced genomes have been developed such as VirSorter (3), PHASTER (4), Prophinder (5) , Phage_Finder (6) , and PhageWeb (7) . Oligonucleotide profile analysis is a common used alignment-free method for PHIS detection. It is based on the observation that phages share highly similar genomic signatures (such as k-mer) with their hosts due to the fact that virus replication is dependent on translational machinery of its host (8) . Software VirHostMatcher (9) and WIsH (10) were developed to predict hosts for virus genomes or even short viral contigs using alignment-free (dis)similarity measures. The third group of host prediction methods could be called similarity analysis, which is based on the observation that similar viruses often share the same host range. HostPhinder predicts the host of a query virus using virus-virus similarity measure defined as the proportion of the shared k-mers between the query and the reference virus genomes (11) . Another program called GeneNet used the gene-based virus-virus similarity network to predict the host species or genus for a query virus (12) . Co-abundance-based methods have also been used to detect the correlation of phage and bacterial abundance patterns in metagenomes to identify their association (13) . CoNet (14) has been developed to carry out microbial network inference from sequencing data and used to infer a virus and bacterial co-occurrence network in Human Skin metagenomics data (15) . In addition, CRISPR spacer sequences can also be used to infer host-phage interactions based on the principle that hosts incorporate spacer sequences from the phages that infect them (16) (17) (18) .
Though various methods have been proposed for predicting phage-host interactions, accuracy is the limit when using a single type of in silico signal (2) . With the exponentially increasing number of viruses uncovered, there is a huge demand for a tool capable to incorporate all types of PHIS and conveniently predict the hosts of viruses. However, to our knowledge, all these tools are limited to certain interacting features and there is no published web-server available for comprehensive prediction of global phage-host interactions based on diverse in silico PHIS. Here, we developed PHISDetector, which utilizes sophisticated bioinformatics methods to seize comprehensive in silico PHIS including co-occurrence/co-abundance patterns based on metagenome data, oligonucleotide profile/sequence composition, CRISPR-targeting, prophage, similarity between the phages sharing the same host range, specialty gene transferring and protein-protein interactions.
TOOL DESCRIPTION

PHISDetector workflow
PHISDetector receives bacterial or virus genomic sequences in GenBank or FASTA format as input. If a bacterial sequence has been submitted ( Figure 1 , upper left), prophage analysis, oligonucleotide profile analysis against a phage reference database, and CRISPR-spacer targeting analysis against the RefSeq Viral genome database will be carried out to predict the potential infecting phage. If a phage sequence has been submitted ( Figure 1 , upper right), similarity analysis, oligonucleotide profile analysis upon a bacterial reference database, and CRISPR analysis using a spacer reference database will be executed to predict the host. If a pair of bacteria-phage genome sequences has been submitted, diverse in silico PHIS will be detected to characterize the interaction, including k-mer usage (dis)similarity, spacer-protospacer matching, specialty genes check, and protein-protein interactions. Finally, a consensus analysis is performed to indicate the possible integrity of the predicted interactions. Generically, for a FASTA input file, open reading frames (ORFs) will be firstly predicted on the input genome using FragGeneScan (19) , while for a GenBank (GBK) file, DNA sequence and ORF amino acid sequences of the genome will be extracted directly from the input GBK file ( Figure 1 ).
Analysis modules
PHISDetector is composed of three types of analysis modules that allow (i) identifying diverse in silico PHIS including co-occurrence/co-abundance analysis, oligonucleotide profile analysis, CRISPR analysis, prophage analysis, and similarity analysis; (ii) checking specialty genes including virulence factors (VFs) and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs); and (iii) detecting protein-protein interactions between a pair of phage and bacteria genomes.
Oligonucleotide profile analysis.
This module is used to predict the bacterial host of phages by examining various oligonucleotide frequency (ONF) based distance/dissimilarity using VirHostMatcher.
For the prediction of the prokaryotic host of short viral contigs, an extra WIsH approach is provided.
Note that when using the VirHostMatcher approach, an extra taxonomy file is required, so we also provide a tool for users to generate the taxonomy file by providing the NCBI accession IDs for their input bacterial genomes. CRISPR analysis. The CRISPR spacer sequences are computationally identifiable sequence signature of previous phage-host infections. In this module three scenarios of analysis are supported:
(i) Users can provide their input either as spacer sequences in (multi-)FASTA format, or as CRISPRFinder (20) , PILER-CR (21) or Seq2CRISPR (22) output files, or a bacterial genome sequence for which the CRISPR spacers will be automatically identified using PILER-CR. Next, putative protospacer targets will be identified by a BLASTn search of the spacer input against the viral reference database. (ii) Users can upload viral sequences which will undergo BLASTn search against a spacer reference database. Two spacer reference databases have been built in our pipeline including spacers predicted from complete and/or draft bacterial genomes in NCBI. The bacterial sources of the hitting spacers are predicted as the potential hosts of the viral sequences. (iii) Users can check the phage-host links by CRISPR spacer-protospacer matching between the uploaded bacterial and phage sequences in (multi-)FASTA format. The spacer sequences will be predicted on the bacterial sequence using PILER-CR first, and be aligned to the phage sequences.
Prophage analysis. The prophage analysis module accepts both raw DNA sequence in FASTA
format and annotated genomes in GenBank format, and provides three prophage detection programs including Phage_Finder, VirSorter, and DBSCAN-SWA. DBSCAN-SWA implements an algorithm combining DBSCAN algorithm (23) and Sliding Window Algorithm (SWA), referring to the theory of PHASTER, a widely used web tool for prophage prediction with no source code available (4) . First, if a FASTA genomic sequence is given, all ORFs were first identified using FragGeneScan, and then putative phage proteins on the query genome were identified against the viral UniProt TrEML reference database via DIAMOND (24) . Next, DBSCAN was used to cluster phage or phage-like genes into prophage regions. DBSCAN was implemented using scikit-learn (a free machine learning library for Python) with the minimal number of phage-like genes required to form a prophage cluster and the protein density within the prophage region set to 11 and 0.015, respectively. If an annotated GenBank file is given, SWA is also performed to scan specific key phage-related proteins in the GenBank file, such as 'protease', 'integrase', 'transposase', 'terminase', 'lysis', 'bacteriocin' and key phage structural genes. Those regions with more than six key proteins within a moving window of 60 proteins are considered as putative prophage regions. The borders of the prophage region are determined as the positions of the first and last occurred key protein. Besides, tRNA and tmRNA sites are also annotated using tRNAscan-SE (25) and ARAGORN (26) . Finally, the characterization of the predictive prophage region is performed using BLASTn against the Uniprot viral genome DNA sequences and the best hitting phage organism is returned. We also used the viral UniProt TrEML reference database to annotate the predicted ORFs in the prophage region. Annotated ORFs with taxonomy information were then subjected to a voting system and the prophage region was assigned a taxonomy based on the most abundant ORF taxonomy annotated within the prophage. Distribution of prophage-like elements detected by different methods and their size relative to the genome of their host are shown on an interactive circular genome viewer encoded using AngularPlasmid (http://angularplasmid.vixis.com). The corresponding prophage annotation will be shown on the right panel when clicking on the regions.
Similarity analysis.
In this module, the similarity between the query phage genome and the genomes of 2,196 (or 1,871) reference phages with known host genus (or species) will be calculated using HostPhinder and the corresponding bacterial host species of the similar phages will be returned using a tree viewer and a table to illustrate the prediction process. GeneNet program is also provided to predict the phage host range based on a built-in gene-based virus-host reference network.
Co-occurrence analysis. This module receives relative abundance profiles in text file format as input, and uses CoNet implementation with Java to calculate the co-occurrence or co-exclusion relationships between the abundance of bacterial and phage organisms across samples. The cooccurrence analysis is mainly divided into initial network computation and assessment of significance.
To score the association strength between bacteria and phages, by default, five metrics were calculated including correlation metrics (Pearson, Spearman), similarity metrics (mutual information), and distance metrics (Kullback-Leibler, Bray Curtis). In the next step, the significance of the associations was assessed with a permutation test and bootstraps, and multiple testing correction can be performed with Benjamini-Hochberg procedure by default. Finally, networks obtained from diverse measures were combined through voting systems using the Simes method. We also incorporated Cytoscape.js, an open-source graph theory library written in JavaScript for network visualisation so that the differences among the networks constructed using distinct metrics could easily be observed and compared.
Specialty genes check.
As accessory genetic elements, bacteriophages play a crucial role in disseminating genes and promoting genetic diversity within bacterial populations. They can transfer genes encoding virulence factors such as toxins, adhesins and agressins, to promote the virulence of the host bacteria. Also, antibiotic resistance genes in bacterial chromosomes or plasmids can be mobilized by phages during the infection cycle, to increase antibiotic resistance. To identify specialty genes for a pair of bacteria-phage genomes, ORFs were first predicted using FragGeneScan, then ShortBRED (27) and Resistance Gene Identifier (RGI) v3.1.1 (https://github.com/arpcard/rgi) were used to search predicted ORFs against VFDB (Virulence Factors of Pathogenic Bacteria) database (28) 
Implementation of the PHISDetector server
The PHISDetector server is developed using Django, a high-level Python Web framework, on a Linux platform with an Apache web server. The web interface typically consists of an input page and a result page, which are generated with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery. The analysis modules were implemented using a combination of Python, Perl, R, Java, C++ and Shell scripts, and a series of public tools. The result visualization is mainly implemented by Cytoscape (https://cytoscape.org) for co-occurrence/co-abundance analysis and protein-protein interaction analysis, ECharts 
Evaluation of predictive power of diverse in silico signals
To assess the discriminatory power of each type of PHIS scores calculated using different bioinformatics tools, a set of 820 known interaction pairs (between 820 phages and 153 different bacterial hosts) (2) were used as the positive set, and a negative dataset of equal size was built artificially by matching phages with bacteria from a different species (within the 2,698 bacteria) other than their known host. We designed multiple types of features to represent diverse in silico PHISs that contribute to the prediction of phage-host interactions. One sided t-test was then used to examine if the signal scores are significantly different between positive and negative phage-host pairs (Figure 2 ).
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to assess the power of predictive signals by plotting false positive rate (100-specifity) versus true positive rate (sensitively) according to the change of threshold for each signal feature (Figure 3) , and the values of Sensitivity (Sn) and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) were used as evaluation metrics for user to better assess the prediction results (Table 1) . The d2* dissimilarity score provided by VirHostMatcher was used to compare two sequences based on the normalized oligonucleotide frequency (ONF). Positive phage-host pairs have significantly lower (p-value<2.2e-16 for one sided t-test) d2* dissimilarity score than the negative pairs ( Figure 2D ). The
WIsH score computes the log-likelihood of a phage genome coming from a host based on Markov chain model and has significantly different medians (p-value< 2.2e-16) between the positive and the negative pairs ( Figure 2C ). We predicted a phage-host pair as interacting if the VirHostMatcher d2*<0.314 or log-likelihood>-1.395 (Table 1) . For prophage analysis ( Figure 3G-L) , DBSCAN-SWA, our in-house developed tool, presents the best classification power, followed by Phage_Finder and
VirSorter. We also found that protein searches using BLASTp are more accurate than nucleotide searches using BLASTn to annotate the integrated phage ( Figure 3J and K) . The area under the ROC, which measures the discriminative ability, was 0.83 for DBSCAN-SWA+BLASTp ( Figure 3K ) and 0.7
for DBSCAN-SWA+BLASTn ( Figure 3H ) at species level. Two CRISPR scores are defined either as the accumulated aligned scores between the host spacers and the viral genome, or as the number of host spacers matching the phage genome. Both CRISPR scores were significantly higher for the true interacting virus-host pairs than the non-interacting pairs with p-value<2.2e-16 and p-value<4e-12 for one sided (Figure 2A and B ) and the area under the ROC was 0.77 and 0.65 respectively ( Figure 3A and B) at species level. For virus-virus similarity measure, K-mer-based method (HostPhinder) performed better than gene-based method (GeneNet) ( Figure 3E and F) . In addition, to quantify the performance of the prophage detection module, we used a controlled dataset including 50 complete bacterial genomes containing 183 manually annotated prophages (7, 30) . Among these validated prophages, 72% were detected by DBSCAN-SWA that outperformed Phage_Finder (57%) and
VirSorter (48%) ( Supplementary Table S1 ).
Furthermore, to compare the prediction power of diverse PHIS using various methods, for each of the 820 known phage-host pairs, we statistic that at the species or genus level which PHIS could support or verify the interaction. We observed that single prediction approach could only partially identify the interactions (11.59%~74.024%), while combing multiple types of prediction algorithms could correctly identify about 88.293% of the known interactions at the species level ( Figure 4A ).
HostPhinder was not counted in the statistics due to the overfitting of the test set. We attribute such phenomenon to the possibility that different types of PHIS may require distinct methodology to explore and a universal or single method could hardly accommodate all situations. We illustrate the output using the results obtained from the prediction for phage of Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus JH1 (NC_009632) ( Figure 4B ) and for host of Staphylococcus phage 47 (NC_007054) ( Figure 4C ), and the characterization of this phage-host interaction ( Figure 4D ).
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Previous studies have indicated that molecular and ecological co-evolutionary processes of phages and bacteria leave signals in their genomic sequences for tracing their interactions. Several computational tools have been developed to detect various signals, such as integrated prophage, oligonucleotide frequency patterns, and CRISPR spacer sequences. Compared with previous webservers or softwares for phage-host interaction prediction, PHISDetector pipeline is uniquely comprehensive by integrating all previously published analysis types into one tool and adds valuable novel functionalities. Our prophage analysis module combined two popular programs, Phage_Finder and VirSorter, and our in-house developed tool DBSCAN-SWA. DBSCAN-SWA presents the best detection power based on the analysis using a controlled dataset including 183 manually annotated prophages, with a detection rate of 72% compared with Phage_Finder (57%) and VirSorter (48%). If combing all the three methods (provided as a "merge" function in prophage analysis module), 80% of the reference prophages could be detected. In addition, we added a prophage annotation step to indicate the possible integrated phage of the predicted regions. Our CRISPR analysis module facilitate two-way analysis. If a phage genome is submitted, it will be compared with our in-house collected spacer database (including CRISPR arrays from 63,182 bacterial and archaeal genomes) to quickly detect CRISPR targeting association between the input phage sequence and microbe genomes in NCBI. If a bacterial genome is received, PHISDetector will detect CRISPR-spacer automatically and compare against NCBI RefSeq Viral genome database to find the target phage.
Oligonucleotide profile analysis module, supports both VirHostMatcher and WIsH, which are complementary to each other because VirHostMatcher may be more suitable for complete genomes while WIsH for virus contigs shorter than 10 kb. In co-abundance analysis module, we used CoNet program to infer a virus and bacterial co-occurrence network. As a plug-in of Cytoscape, we adapted
CoNet to a web-version to better facilitate biologists without computational background to use and adjust parameters. We also provide a function module for the detection of protein-protein interactions between a pair of phage-host genomes, to better understand their interplay on protein level. In addition, to assist the characterization of phage genomes for therapeutic applications, we also introduce specialty genes check module to detect VFs and ARGs. Finally, a consensus analysis is performed to indicate the possible integrity of the predicted interactions and interplay among different PHIS. Based on our case study of PHIS detections for 820 known phage-host interactions, more than 88.293 % of the hosts were correctly identified at the species level combining various approaches. In summary PHISDetector is a tool that can detect diverse PHIS and could reflect various interaction patterns or mechanisms, so that users can easily compare the results from different methods and better understand their co-evolution. In addition, we provide various well-designed, interactively visualization outputs for better result interpretation and illustration. PHISDetector will continue to evolve, to incorporate more in silico phage-host signals and evaluate the consistency or association of various signals upon extensive analysis of large amounts of datasets. We hope that PHISDetector can facilitate our understanding of the phage-host co-evolution, their roles in human health and disease, and provide novel therapeutic strategies.
DATA AVAILABILITY
WIsH is an open source collaborative initiative available in the GitHub repository Supplementary figure S1. Comparative analysis for degree of matching between computational tools and reference coordinates in literature.
